Nanoscale current imaging of the conducting channels in proton exchange membrane fuel cells.
The electrochemically active area of a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is investigated using conductive probe atomic force microscopy (CP-AFM). A platinum-coated AFM tip is used as a nanoscale cathode in an operating PEMFC. We present results that show highly inhomogeneous distributions of conductive surface domains at several length scales. At length scales on the order of the aqueous domains of the membrane, approximately 50 nm, we observe single channel electrochemistry. I-V curves for single conducting channels are obtained, which yield insight into the nature of conductive regions across the PEM. In addition, we demonstrate a new characterization technique, phase current correlation microscopy, which gives a direct measure of the electrochemical activity for each aqueous domain. This shows that a large number ( approximately 60%) of the aqueous domains present at the surface of an operating Nafion membrane are inactive. We attribute this to a combination of limited aqueous domain connectivity and catalyst accessibility.